
SOCAL Game Day Instructions and SOCAL Handbook Addendum 
 

1/19/22 
 
Discovery Game Day Instructions 
 
Addition and Clarification: 
 
Any Violent Conduct (VC) Red Card or Referee abuse will result in a minimum three (3) game 
suspension. Any non-violent conduct Red Card will result in a minimum one game suspension. A 

double-yellow card will result in a one (1) game suspension. The game in which a player, coach or 
parent is sent-off does not count in the suspension. Any Player used during a suspension will be 
considered an illegal Player and the team, Coach and Club will be punished accordingly. Players cannot 
play for any team while serving their suspension. Players club passing from leagues outside of SOCAL 
that receive a red card will not be permitted to play for any SOCAL team for the remainder of the 
season.  

 

Any Coach or Spectator send-offs will result in an automatic 3-game suspension. 

 

Game Day Instructions Non-Discovery 

 

Addition and Clarification: 

 

Any Violent Conduct (VC) Red Card or Referee abuse will result in a minimum three (3) game 
suspension. Any non-violent conduct Red Card will result in a minimum one game suspension. A 
double-yellow card will result in a one (1) game suspension. The game in which a player, coach or 
parent is sent-off does not count in the suspension. Any Player used during a suspension will be 
considered an illegal Player and the team, Coach and Club will be punished accordingly. Players cannot 
play for any team while serving their suspension. Players club passing from leagues outside of SOCAL 
that receive a red card will not be permitted to play for any SOCAL team for the remainder of the 

season.  
 
Any Coach or Spectator send-offs will result in an automatic 3-game suspension. 

 

 

SOCAL Handbook 

 

 

Rule 2.5  
 
Addition: All fines are invoiced to clubs directly: 
Add “club” remove “team”. 
7. Any team club that does not complete payment within 60 days will be subject to a late 
fee of 15%. 
 
Addition: All fines are a deterrent to SOCAL to membership regarding late drops. 
 
Addition: See Section 3.1. 
 
Rule 2.6 - Play-Up Guidelines  
 
Deletion: “which team” 
 
SOCAL does not allow team play-ups with the exception of high school age teams that meet 
which team the following criteria: 
 
Rule 3.1 - Violation of League Rules  
 



Addition: See Section 2.5 
 
See Section 2.5 
 
Rule 3.2 - Red Cards  
 
 
Deletion: “If a straight Red Card is shown, it” 
Addition: Any Violent Conduct (VC) Red Card or Referee Abuse 
Addition: Any non-violent conduct Red Card will result in a minimum one game suspension. 
 
If a straight Red Card is shown, it Any Violent Conduct (VC) Red Card or Referee Abuse will 
result in a minimum three (3) game suspension. Any non-violent conduct Red Card will result in 
a minimum one game suspension. A double-yellow card will result in a one (1) game 
suspension. The game in which a player, coach or parent is sent-off does not count in the 
suspension. Any Player used during a suspension will be considered an illegal Player and the 
team, Coach and Club will be punished accordingly. Players cannot play for any team while 
serving their suspension. Players club passing from leagues outside of SOCAL that receive a red 
card will not be permitted to play for any SOCAL team for the remainder of the season.   
 
Addition: “Spectator” Deletion “Parent” and “for the parent.” 
Any Coach or Spectator Parent send-offs will result in an automatic 3-game suspension. for the 
parent. 
 
Rule 3.3 - Reporting Process 
 
Addition: “To view complete game day instructions Click Here” 
 
Deletion: SCDSL 
Addition: SOCAL 
4. The referee should send in the player card with a copy of the USSF Supplemental Report 
within 24 hours to:  
 
SOCAL 
23071 E. LaPalma Ave  
Yorba Linda, CA 92887 
 
Rule 3.4 - Suspensions  
 
Addition: See Section 3.1 
 
Addition: 
 

Field Rules 

No Dogs allowed at any SoCal affiliated event.  

No Alcohol 

No drugs of any kind, legal or illegal 

Parking Fee will apply at Silverlakes, SoCal Sports Complex or Surf Cup Sports Park. 

 

 


